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Abstract The core structures of dislocations in diopside
have been calculated within the Peierls model, which
assumes a planar core. 1/2\110[ dislocations can dissociate into two collinear partial dislocations. We show that
[001] glide is very difficult in (010) and that a non-collinear
dissociation of [001](100) (modelled within a Peierls–
Nabarro–Galerkin approach) makes glide equally easy in
(100) and {110}. A widely spread core structure corresponding to a low lattice friction has been found for
[100](010) and [010](100) dislocations which is not supported by mechanical data and, together with TEM
observations, suggests that another, probably non-planar
core structure is possible for these dislocations.
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Introduction
Clinopyroxenes are important constituents of eclogites and
of the pyrolytic upper mantle. These minerals also exhibit a
strong elastic anisotropy, which may contribute to the
seismic anisotropy of deformed upper mantle rocks. Plastic
deformation of clinopyroxenes has been studied extensively at ambient and moderate (\3 GPa) pressure. When
single crystals were investigated, CaMgSi2O6 diopside was
used as an archetype for clinopyroxenes (Ingrin et al. 1991,
1992; Raterron and Jaoul 1991). In a recent paper, the
plasticity of diopside single crystals was investigated
at high pressure (4 B P B 9 GPa), high temperature
(1,100 B T B 1,400°C) using a deformation-DIA (D-DIA)
high-pressure apparatus (Amiguet et al. 2009). Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) investigation of the
deformation microstructures has provided evidence of the
activated slip systems at high pressure in connection with
mechanical data (Amiguet et al. 2010). Some differences
with low-pressure experiments were highlighted, like the
similar activity of [001] and 1/2\110[ glide. [100] and
[010] dislocations were also reported to be activated at high
pressure.
Several recent studies have demonstrated that the
structure of dislocation cores could be efficiently modelled in complex silicates with the hybrid Peierls–Nabarro
model. One of the merits of this approach is that the
pressure effect can be taken into account as shown in the
case of forsterite (Durinck et al. 2007), CaSiO3 perovskite
(Ferré et al. 2009) and MgO (Carrez et al. 2009). In the
present study, dislocation cores have been modelled using
the Peierls–Nabarro model. Generalized stacking faults
energies, also called c-surfaces, calculated with empirical
potentials are used to calculate numerical solutions of the
Peierls–Nabarro equations. The influence of pressure is
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addressed by performing the calculations at 0 and
10 GPa.

Technique
Models
This study is based on the Peierls–Nabarro (PN) model
combined with empirical potentials calculations of c-surface energies. This model provides a powerful tool to
investigate dislocation core structures and lattice friction
(Peierls stresses) in complex materials.
We use both the 1D Peierls–Nabarro model and a generalized PN model combined with the element-free
Galerkin method (Peierls–Nabarro–Galerkin or PNG
hereafter). The 1D formulation of the PN model permits
the description of the dislocation core in the direction of
the Burgers vector in a single slip plane by introducing the
c-line energy of the slip system. This 1D formulation of the
PN model was used and described in previous papers. For
this reason, the reader is invited to refer to Carrez et al.
(2006, 2007) to find further information.
One of the limitations of the 1D PN model is the
inability to describe more complex dislocation core structures, such as the spreading of a dislocation core on several
planes or the dissociation of a dislocation into partial dislocations with non-collinear Burgers vectors. To overcome
these limitations, we use the PNG model (Denoual 2004,
2007) in which we incorporate the c-surfaces energies
corresponding to the potential slip planes. This new model
has been recently applied to Mg2SiO4 wadsleyite (Metsue
et al. 2010).
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shear, we compare c-lines calculated at 0 GPa with the
empirical potential with ab initio calculations performed
using density functional theory (DFT) implemented in the
VASP code (Kresse and Hafner 1993, 1994 and Kresse and
Furthmüller 1996a, b). Here, we use the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) (Perdew and Wang 1992) to
describe the exchange–correlation potential and pseudopotentials constructed with the projector augmented wave
method (PAW) (Blöchl 1994; Kresse and Furthmüller
1996a, b). The electronic configurations for valence electrons are as follow Ca:s2d0.01, Mg:s2p0, Si:s2p2, O:s2p4.
Convergence of calculations is achieved for a cutoff energy
of 600 eV for the plane-wave expansion. The Brillouin
zone is sampled using the Monkhorst and Pack method
(Monkhorst and Pack 1976) with an adapted grid for each
calculation. As an example, the structure of diopside is
converged with a grid of 2 9 2 9 4 k-points. The supercells used to calculate the c-surface energies are built on a
Cartesian reference frame defined by the normal of the
stacking fault plane and by the shear direction. The
supercells are based on six layers of Si–O tetrahedra
(which lead to supercells containing 120–160 atoms) both
for empirical potential and ab initio calculations. A vacuum
buffer is added in the direction normal to the slip plane to
avoid interaction between repeated stacking faults resulting
from the use of periodic boundary conditions. The thickness of the vacuum buffer depends of the calculation
technique, 6 Å are sufficient in case of ab initio calculations (Durinck et al. 2005). In case of empirical potential
calculations, 15 Å (larger than the cutoff radius of the
Buckingham potentials) is enough to ensure the convergence of the Coulomb interaction.

Calculation techniques

Results

The lattice parameters, elastic constants and the c-surface
energy calculations are performed using the GULP code
(Gale and Rohl 2003). The calculations make use of the
parameterized potential described by Gatzemeier and
Wright (2006), based on the previous work of Sanders et al.
(1984) and Lewis and Catlow (1985) to model physical
properties of oxides. A Buckingham potential is used to
model interactions between Mg–O, O–O, Ca–O and Si–O
atoms. An harmonic three-body potential is used to model
the directionality of the O–Si–O bonds and a shell model
(Dick and Overhauser 1958) is included to take account the
oxygen polarizability. The parameters used in this study
and the corresponding equations can be found in
Gatzemeier and Wright (2006).
This empirical potential was initially developed to
model the structure and elasticity of diopside. To test the
validity of the potential to describe a homogeneous plastic

Structure and elastic properties
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Diopside CaMgSi2O6 is monoclinic (space group C2/c).
At ambient conditions, the lattice parameters are a =
9.746 Å, b = 8.899 Å, c = 5.251 Å and b = 105.63°
(Cameron et al. 1973). The crystal structure of diopside is
optimized from the atomic positions determined experimentally. After full relaxation of the cell parameters and of
the atomic positions, elastic constants are determined as the
second order derivative of the energy of a strained cell
using the procedure implemented in the GULP code (Gale
and Rohl 2003). Thirteen independent elastic constants are
necessary to define the elastic behaviour of this monoclinic
mineral. Lattice parameters and elastic constants calculated
at 0 and 10 GPa are presented in Tables 1 and 2 with
comparison with ambient pressure experimental data as
well as with other calculations.
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Table 1 Lattice parameters of diopside calculated in this study using
empirical potential at 0 and 10 GPa
a (Å) b (Å) c (Å)

b (°)

0 GPa
This study (GULP)

9.753 8.937 5.2571 105.77

US-GGA (Walker et al. 2008)

9.910 9.051 5.330

106.51

Exp. (Cameron et al. 1973)

9.746 8.899 5.251

105.63

This study (GULP)

9.549 8.660 5.119

104.32

US-GGA (Walker et al. 2008)
Exp. (Tribaudino et al. 2000)

9.639 8.760 5.176
9.526 8.657 5.126

105.15
105.06

Exp. (9.97 GPa, Zhang et al. 1997) 9.520 8.640 5.118

105.03

10 GPa

Comparison with data calculated ab initio by Walker et al. (2008)
(GG approximation UltraSoft pseudopotentials) and experimental
data is provided

c-Surfaces
In pyroxenes, the slip planes are chosen among those that
do not cut the single chains of tetrahedra and do not require
breaking of the strong Si–O bonds. Three supercells are
built to calculate the c-surfaces corresponding to the (100),
(010) and (110) slip planes. In Fig. 1, we show the projection of the supercells corresponding to the study of the
[100](010), [010](100), [001](100), [001](010), [001](110)
and 1/2\110[{110} slip systems. The c-surface energies
are calculated by defining a shear plane (usually in the
middle of the cell) and by imposing a given shear displacement value to all the atoms of the upper part of the
supercell (i.e. above the shear plane level). The atoms are
then allowed to relax in order to minimize the energy of the
stacking fault. This is obtained by (1) keeping the supercell
vectors fixed at the values obtained for a bulk system
submitted to the pressure of interest, (2) maintaining fixed
atoms present on the two surfaces to mimic the action of
the surrounding bulk. They are shown in black on Fig. 1,
and (3) allowing relaxations of others atoms in the out-ofplane direction. This procedure has been used for all calculations (ab initio and empirical potential), either in 1D
(c-lines) or 2D (c-surfaces). A comparison between c-lines
calculated using GULP and VASP was performed for the
[100](010) and [001](010) slip systems. The results are

presented on Fig. 2, which shows that the GULP calculations correctly capture the shape of the GSF. However, the
stacking fault energies are slightly higher when using
GULP. Thus, an underestimation of the dislocation core
width and an overestimation of the Peierls stress is
expected when compared to ab initio calculations. The
three c-surfaces calculated, with GULP, at 0 GPa for the
(100), (010) and (110) planes are presented Fig. 3. The
c-lines (extracted from the c-surfaces) corresponding to
the six slip systems of interest are presented on Fig. 4 at 0
and 10 GPa. Shear along [001] faces a maximum of the
energy at 50% shear in the (010) and {110} planes,
suggesting that the dislocations are undissociated. In the
(100) plane, the c-line along [001] is very asymmetric with
a maximum around 65% shear. The (100) c-surface shows
that this energy barrier is very localized and that an easy
shear path goes around it. There is thus a possibility for
non-collinear dissociation for [001] dislocations in (100).
[100], [010] and 1/2[110] c-lines exhibits a minimum
suggesting a stable stacking fault and possible collinear
dissociations (Fig. 4a–c).
Dislocation cores
The results of the 1D PN model are presented for each
dislocation in Fig. 5 where the core profiles of screw dislocations are shown at 0 and 10 GPa, and in Table 3 where
the parameters obtained from the model are given for the
two characters (edge and screw) at 0 and 10 GPa.
[100](010)
The [100] dislocations gliding in (010) exhibit a complex
core structure. Figure 5a shows the case of a [100](010)
screw dislocation, which spreads over almost 40 Å. Two
profiles at 0 and 10 GPa are provided showing little variation of the size of the dislocation at high pressure. In a first
approximation, one can distinguish two wide partial dislocations separated by a stacking fault. The numerical
values given in Table 3 are based on this description. One
can see however, that the dislocation structure is more
complex and that each partial dislocation is probably
constituted of two or more individual partial dislocations.

Table 2 Elastic constants (in GPa) calculated in this study using the empirical potential at 0 and 10 GPa
C11

C22

C33

C44

C55

C66

C12

C13

C15

C23

C25

C35

C46

This study (GULP) P = 0 GPa

201

167

298

67

52

69

96

76

22

73

11

39

11

Exp. (Levien et al. 1979)
This study (GULP) P = 10 GPa

223
253

171
197

235
323

74
60

67
58

66
96

77
148

81
114

17
18

57
105

7
8

43
38

7
8

Comparison with ambient pressure data from Levien et al. (1979) is provided
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Fig. 1 Supercells used to
calculate the c-surfaces
associated with the [100](010),
[010](100), 1/2[110]ð1
10Þ,
[001](100), [001](010) and
[001](110) slip systems. Red
spheres oxygen atoms, small
dark blue spheres silicon atoms,
large light blue spheres calcium
atoms, yellow spheres
magnesium atoms. For
empirical potential calculations
(GULP), a 15 Å vacuum buffer
is added in the direction
perpendicular to the fault to
isolate the faults after
application of the periodic
boundary conditions. Black
atoms are not allowed to relax

Fig. 2 Comparison between
VASP and GULP calculations
of the c-line energies of the
[100](010) (a) and [001](010),
(b) slip systems at 0 GPa

The core profile of edge dislocations is very similar to
screw dislocations. The parameters are shown in Table 3. It
must be noted that in this mineral with monoclinic symmetry, the edge character is not necessarily perpendicular
to the Burgers vector. Here the edge character is taken
parallel to [001] consistent with crystal symmetry.

[010] screw dislocation is mostly made of two, wellseparated (by ca. 20 Å) partial dislocations. Edge dislocations (here defined in the conventional way in this plane
with orthogonal directions, i.e. with the dislocation line at
90° from the Burgers vector) are similar to screw
dislocations.

[010](100)


1/2[110](110)

Although Fig. 5b shows a possible component of the local
dislocation density at the centre of the distribution, the

The asymmetric, camel-hump c-line results in two uneven,
well-separated partial dislocations (Fig. 5c).
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which exhibits in the (100) plane a very high and localized
energy barrier along the [001] direction (at ca. 60% shear).
Figure 3 shows, however, that an easy shear path surrounds
this localized energy barrier. One must thus question the
relevance of the 1D model (which is restricted to collinear
distributions) in this case. The (100) plane has an orthogonal symmetry and can be easily modelled by the PNG
method. The result of the PNG model of [001](100) dislocations is shown on Fig. 6. One still finds dissociation
into two uneven, well-separated partial dislocations. The
smallest dislocation remains along the Burgers vector but
the largest one shows now a perpendicular component
(screw for the initially edge and edge for the initially
screw) to bypass the energy barrier. Figure 6c shows that
the amplitude of this perpendicular component is very
different for initially edge and screw dislocations.

Discussion

Fig. 3 c-Surfaces (in J m-2) calculated with GULP at 0 GPa for the
following planes: a (100), b (010), c ð1
10Þ

[001] glide
The [001] dislocations can glide in several planes. Here
again we decide to call ‘‘edge’’ dislocations characters with
dislocation lines along [100] in the (010) plane and along
\110[in the {110} planes. In (100) edge dislocations with
dislocation lines along [010] have the conventional definition since the angle between these two directions is 90°.
In (010), [001] dislocations exhibit for both characters
(illustrated by screw in Fig. 5) a narrow, single-peaked
distribution, which results in a significant lattice friction on
screw dislocations (Table 3). In {110}, the distribution is
wider, especially for edge dislocations (see Table 3). A
detailed examination of the peak distribution suggests the
presence of several overlapping partial dislocations. This
results in a low lattice friction (the lowest for [001] dislocations). On the opposite side, lattice friction is quite
high for dislocations gliding in (100) (Table 3). In this
plane, the dislocation density resulting from the 1D-PN
model exhibits two, very uneven, partial dislocations which
are narrow (ca. 1 and 0.5 Å for screw dislocations) and
well separated (ca. 8 Å for screw dislocations). The origin
of this peculiar configuration can be found in the c-line,

The [100] dislocations have the largest Burgers vector
modulus (9.746 Å). The existence of such dislocations raises the question of their elastic energy, which is quite large
since it scales with the square of the Burgers vector modulus.
This question has been early examined by Frank (1951), who
proposed that when the magnitude of the Burgers vector b
exceeds a critical value, it would be energetically more
favourable to remove the highly strained material at the
centre of the dislocation and to create a hollow core. The
problem is that such defects are likely to be immobile and
cannot further participate in the plastic deformation. The PN
model examines the possibility for a Volterra dislocation
(i.e. an infinitely narrow dislocation) to spread into the glide
plane. Eventually, spreading can lead to dissociation into
two or more partial dislocations. Our PN model shows that
the [100] dislocation is able to relax its core energy by
spreading into the (010) plane. The resulting complex core
structure is very glissile since it exhibits one of the smallest
Peierls stress of all dislocations considered here. [100] glide
has been observed experimentally in diopside deformed
under pressure (Amiguet et al. 2010). However, activation of
[100] slip corresponds to the hardest samples. Indeed, [100]
slip could not be activated in previous experiments performed at low pressure, which led to brittle failure. It is thus
unlikely that [100] dislocation cores exhibit the structure of
the PN dislocation. Indeed, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) observations of these dislocations suggest a
complex, non-unique, core structure of [100] dislocations,
probably involving less mobile configurations.
The PN model of [010](100) dislocations is simpler than
[100] because the local dislocation density profile is
dominated by two well-defined partial dislocations separated by ca. 20 Å. Once again, this core structure appears
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Fig. 4 c-Lines (in J m-2) calculated with GULP at 0 and 10 GPa for the following slip systems: a [100](010), b [010](100), c 1/2[110]ð1
10Þ,
d [001](100), e [001](010), f [001]ð1
10Þ

very mobile (low lattice friction) and is very likely to be
preferred by another core of lower energy, but also lower
mobility. Compared with [100] dislocations, we have fewer
experimental observations and hence less indications of
complex and non-uniform core structures.
1/2\110[{110} dislocations (Burgers vector modulus
6.6 Å) represent an important dislocation family in diopside. The PN model shows that 1/2\110[ can dissociate
into two partial dislocations. Table 3 shows that [001] glide
(at least in {110}, see further discussion below) should be

123

easier. This is compatible with the observations that [001]
glide dominates at low pressure over 1/2\110[ glide
(Raterron and Jaoul 1991; Ingrin et al. 1992; Raterron et al.
1994). It is worth mentioning at this point that plastic
deformation of diopside shows a strong influence of temperature on the deformation mechanisms (with from low to
high temperature, mechanical twinning, [001] glide and
1/2\110[ glide). Further appraisal of our model can be
achieved by considering the fine characteristics of dislocation microstructures. At high temperature (above

Phys Chem Minerals (2010) 37:711–720
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Fig. 5 Peierls model: local dislocation density profiles for the screw dislocations of the following slip systems at 0 and 10 GPa: a [100](010), b
[010](100), c 1/2[110] ð1
10Þ, d [001](100), e [001](010), f [001]ð1
10Þ

ca. 1,100°C), deformation is controlled by the glide of long
1/2\110[ edge dislocations, showing that this character is
the slowest. This is not the case at lower temperature
(900°C, see Ingrin et al. 1992). Indeed, Table 3 does not
suggest a higher lattice friction for edge segments compared with screw segments. Here again, comparison with
experiments suggests that the planar and mobile core
structure given by the PN model might not be the most

stable. Recent experiments have suggested a possible
enhancement of cross-slip under high pressure (Amiguet
et al. 2010). Our results (Table 3) show that screw dislocations can exhibit collinear dissociation for which each
partial dislocation keeps its character and its ability to
cross-slip. The slight reduction of the partials separation
that occurs under pressure is thus not critical and cannot
explain a strong effect of pressure on cross-slip.
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Table 3 Results of the PN modelling at 0 and 10 GPa
Slip system

0 GPa

10 GPa

Screw dislocations
rP (MPa)

Edge dislocations

Screw dislocations

n (Å)

D (Å)

rP (MPa)

n (Å)

D (Å)

rP (MPa)

Edge dislocations

n (Å)

D (Å)

rP (MPa)

n (Å)

D (Å)

[100](010)

0.75

5.3

10

1.87

6.9

13

0.16

4.1

8.6

0.47

4.9

11.1

[010](100)
1=2½110ð1
10Þ

1

1.4

14.6

1.8

1.6

17.4

4.45

1.3

13.2

4.79

1.4

14.8

1/0.5
1.5

3.9
–

8.6
0.7

1.5/0.7
2.8

5.7
–

23.5
30

0.7/0.4
0.9

3.5
–

1.4/0.7
1.7

6.4
–

2.7

–

0.6

5.2

–

15

1.7

–

3.2

1.5/0.6

8.2

7.35

2.8/0.9

14

77.5

1.6/0.4

7

10.5

[001](010)
½001ð110Þ
[001](100)

14.73
15.9
3.87
26.5

19.2
3.6

3.2

–

3/0.8

13

rp is the Peierls stress, n is the half-width of the (partial-) dislocation distribution and D is the partial separation (only given when partials are well
defined). In the case of the [100](010), [001](010), [001]ð110Þ and 1/2[110]ð1
10Þ, edge character is defined as the dislocation line along: [001]
for the [100](010) and 1/2[110]ð1
10Þ slip systems; [100] for the [001](010) slip system; 1/2[110] for the [001]ð1
10Þ slip system

[001] glide is the dominant deformation mechanism
below 1,000°C at low pressure and plays an important
role at high temperature and high pressure. From the
geometrical point of view [001] dislocations are likely to
glide in several planes: (100), (010) and {110}. Most of
the [001] dislocations characterised by Amiguet et al.
2010 were found in the {110} planes. This is in good
agreement with our results since [001]{110} is the easiest
slip system among those involving [001] and 1/2\110[
dislocations. The relatively low lattice friction experienced by [001]{110} is probably related to the ability of
[001] dislocations to spread into these planes. Indeed, the
shear distribution is relatively wide and this suggests the
existence of several strongly overlapping partial dislocations. The case of [001] dislocations gliding in (100) is
more complicated. The collinear PN model leads to a
very hard system due to the high-energy barrier that must
be overcome to shear the crystal. As already mentioned,
this configuration appears dubious since the c-surface
shows the possibility of an easier, non-collinear shear
path. The PNG model has confirmed this view and allows
us to propose a non-collinear dissociation for the
[001](100) dislocations. It is possible to compare the
c-line along the shear path (Fig. 7) with those of the 1D
model (Fig. 4f). The shear path associated with the dissociated [001](100) dislocation is as easy to shear as the
collinear [001](110). Hence, we conclude that [001] glide
can be activated equally in (100) and {110}. The question
of [001](010) glide has been debated until Bascou et al.
(2002) demonstrated that the observed lattice preferred
orientations can be explained in the absence of significant
[001](010) glide. Indeed, TEM observations of Amiguet
et al. 2010 did not reveal evidence of [001] glide on
(010). Our results are in agreement with this hypothesis
since lattice friction is higher for [001](010) than for
[001](110) (the only other system for which we can make
quantitative comparison).
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Finally, it must be noted that our results do not explain
the influence of pressure observed experimentally by
Amiguet et al. (2009). In these experiments, it was found
that pressure hardens significantly 1/2\110[ glide and has
less influence on [001] glide. However, since comparison
with observed microstructures has suggested that 1/2\110[
dislocations may exhibit a core structure that is different
from the Peierls dislocation, we cannot expect that the
stress data given in Table 3 account for the observed
pressure effect.

Conclusion
We present in this study the first modelling of dislocation
cores in diopside. Our approach is based on the PN model,
focusing on configurations which are the most able to glide,
regardless of their energies. This study sheds some light on
the structure of the most important dislocations: [001] and
1/2\110[. In case of [001] dislocations, we find that glide
in (010) is more difficult than in the other possible planes
(100) and {110} and we support the suggestion made by
previous authors that [001](010) plays a little role, if any,
in the plasticity of diopside. The core structure found for
1/2\110[ screw dislocations accounts for their ability to
cross-slip, however, the high lattice friction observed
experimentally for 1/2\110[ edge dislocations does not
support the hypothesis that they exhibit the core structure
predicted by the PN model. In case of [100] and [010]
dislocations, our study shows that a planar core is possible
and would correspond to a very mobile configuration. This
may explain why, under high stresses, these slip systems
can be activated. However, TEM observations clearly
suggest that other core configurations may exist, that are
probably more stable and less mobile.
The field of dislocation core modelling in minerals is
relatively recent and we have now more ideas about the
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Fig. 7 c-Lines (calculated with GULP at 0 and 10 GPa) associated
with [010](100) along the shear paths calculated with the PNG model
compared with the collinear shear path of Fig. 6c: a Edge dislocation,
b screw dislocation

et al. 2009 for silicon or Metsue et al. 2010 for wadsleyite).
The present study raises the possibility of non-planar dissociation of dislocations in diopside and calls for further
modelling in this direction.
Fig. 6 Results of the PNG model for [001](100) dislocations at
0 GPa. Disregistry components (Sedge and Sscrew) and density of
dislocation q for the dislocation introduced pure screw (a) and pure
edge (b). c Disregistries plotted on the (100) GSF energies surface for
the dislocation introduced pure screw (in black) and pure edge (red)

structure of those crystal defects in complex materials. In
the context of crystal plasticity, the ability of a dislocation
to spread in the glide plane is fundamental and the PN
model plays a key role in providing the upper bound of
dislocation mobility. However, there is a growing body of
evidence that, in some materials, dislocations can exhibit
several cores structures, depending on temperature, stress,
during their motions, etc. (see for instance Gumbsch et al.
2001 for SrTiO3, Carrez et al. 2008 for forsterite, Pizzagalli
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